WHAT IS HAPPENING IN
UKRAINE?

DO NOW TASK:
What 3 flags are
shown in this picture?
What do the 3 flags
together represent?

What do we
know so far?

On the morning of February
24th President Vladimir Putin
stated he was going to
reverse the dissolve of the
Soviet Union and launched a
full-scale invasion of
Ukraine.

With the collapse of the
Soviet Union in 1991,
Ukraine became an
independent state.
Ukraine became an area of
overlapping spheres of
influence of the European
Union and the Russian
Federation. This manifested
in a political split between
the "pro-Russian" Eastern
Ukraine, and the "proEuropean" Western Ukraine,
leading to an ongoing period
of political turmoil.

Key Words
Kremlin – The Government of Russia
Soviet Union - a former communist country in eastern Europe and northern Asia; established in 1922
which included Russia and 14 other soviet socialist republics including Ukraine. It was officially
dissolved on 31st December 1991.
NATO - The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) was founded in 1949 and is a group of 30
countries from Europe and North America that exists to protect the people and territory of its members.
Zelenskyy – The current president of Ukraine
Putin - The current president of Russia
Crimea - The former Ukrainian state that was illegally annexed by Russia
Oligarch – a very rich business leader with significant political influence (in Russia)

How did the modern conflict begin?
In March and April 2021, Russia put thousands of soldiers and military
equipment near its border with Ukraine, representing the highest force
mobilization since the country's annexation of Crimea in 2014. This ignited an
international crisis and generated concerns over a potential invasion. The
troops were partially removed by June. The crisis was renewed in October
and November 2021, when over 100,000 Russian troops were again massed
near the border by December.
The ongoing crisis stems from the protracted Russo-Ukrainian War that
began in early 2014. In December 2021, Russia advanced two draft treaties
that contained requests of what it referred to as "security guarantees"
including a legally binding promise that Ukraine would not join NATO as well
as a reduction in NATO troops and military hardware stationed in Eastern
Europe. The United States and other NATO members have rejected these
requests, and warned Russia of increased economic sanctions should it
further invade Ukraine. U.S. and Russia diplomatic talks were held in January
2022, but they failed to defuse the crisis. US President Joe Biden has warned
there is a "distinct possibility" Russia might invade Ukraine next month.
However, others believe the troops are just a threat and Russia have not and
will not cross into Ukraine.

How could this
conflict affect
Britain?

What has happened now?
On Thursday 24th February, Russia has launched a full-scale invasion of
Ukraine, leaving millions of people fearing for their futures. The enormity of
what this could mean is still difficult to process. The first explosions came in
the early hours of Thursday - bringing panic and uncertainty. Ukraine says at
least 137 people - civilians and soldiers - have been killed. Russia has not
admitted any deaths. President Vladimir Putin - who declared war in a
dramatic televised address - has threatened any country attempting to
interfere with "consequences you have never seen".
The UK, EU and other allies vowed to impose tough new sanctions to punish
Moscow, but said they would not send in troops. The Ukrainian President, Mr
Zelensky, meanwhile, hit out at the European leaders' response by saying,
"Like World War Two, you said never again, but here it is again and you're not
doing enough to respond," he said. The UK will introduce sanctions against
Russia's President Vladimir Putin and Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov
"imminently", Boris Johnson has said. According to the UK's sanctions list
they will face asset freezes - a measure also being imposed by the EU - but
not a travel ban. Boris Johnson said the world must ensure Mr Putin's "act of
aggression" fails. Russia's invasion of Ukraine has provoked condemnation
from countries in the West and huge sanctions.

How do you think
we should help
people in
Ukraine?
Why is important
for other
countries to help
Ukraine?

What has the UK said about it?
Prime Minister Boris Johnson has warned Russia that
The United Kingdom is set to sanction 100 individuals and entities as
invading Ukraine would be “disastrous” and a “painful,
part of further sanctions against Russia, British Prime Minister Boris
violent and bloody business”. Speaking as the Foreign
Johnson announced on Thursday afternoon. In a speech to
Office pulled some embassy staff out of Ukraine, the PM
parliament, Johnson said the goal was "to exclude Russian banks
said the situation was “pretty gloomy” but war was not
from the UK financial system."
inevitable. He said the UK was "leading on creating a
An asset freeze will be imposed on Russian state bank VTB, he
package of economic sanctions" against Russia and was
added, following the sanctioning of five Russian banks on Tuesday.
supplying defensive weaponry to Ukraine. NATO is putting
Russian state and private companies will also be prevented from
forces on standby. Russia has denied plans for military
fundraising in the United Kingdom.
action, but an estimated 100,000 troops have amassed on
Johnson said, this includes "all the major manufacturers that support
the border. The head of NATO has warned of a risk of fresh
Putin's war machine."
conflict in Europe. Boris Johnson has said, “The intelligence
is very clear that there are 60 Russian battle groups on the
The United Kingdom will ban Russia's national carrier, Aeroflot, and
borders of Ukraine, the plan for a lightning war that could
apply sanctions to Belarus "for its role in the assault on Ukraine," the
take out Kyiv is one that everybody can see. We need to
prime minister added.
make it very clear to the Kremlin, to Russia, that that would
Going forward, Britain is also hoping to ban the export of certain
be a disastrous step.” Mr Johnson added that the UK stood
technologies to Russia, particularly electronics, telecommunications,
"four-square with the people of Ukraine". Russia had not
and aerospace.
stepped into Ukraine in January 2022.

What would be the
consequences of a
military invasion in
Ukraine?

British Values

The Rule of Law

The UK have been a member of NATO since 1949. NATO promotes
democratic values and enables members to consult and cooperate on
defence and security-related issues to solve problems, build trust
and, in the long run, prevent conflict.
In 1994 the UK and the US signed a memorandum promising to
respect the independence and sovereignty and the existing borders
of Ukraine and that they would provide assistance if needed.

Sunday 27th February - UPDATE
On the third day of the war in Ukraine, Russian forces are continuing
their onslaught - with fighting moving to the streets of the capital Kyiv
and militarily strategic targets like Hostomel
Airfield.
Kyiv

https://news.sky.com/story/ukraineinvasion-on-day-three-of-russias-advancewhats-happening-across-ukraine-andwhere-is-under-attack-12551993

The Ukrainian Health Ministry reports
198 Ukrainians,
including
Fighting
has been ongoing
onthree
the streets of Kyiv. It is
children, have been killed.
understood Russian troops are approaching the city from two sides in
an attempt to surround it. There have been targeted air strikes on
Fighting is ongoing across much ofresidential
Ukraine, but
Russianbuildings
troops are
apartment
and the bombing is getting closer to
largely concentrated in three main the
areas:
to the
south
near Crimea, to
centre
of the
capital.
the northwest near the border with But
Belarus,
and close
to Kharkiv.
President
Zelenskyy
maintains that the city is still under Ukrainian
control.
Hundreds of thousands of Ukrainian
citizens have
fled to Poland
a
Zelenskyy's
predecessor,
Petroand
Poroshenko,
told Sky News from the
refugee crisis has begun. Thousands
of Ukrainian
residents
centre
of Kyiv that
Russianhave
troops were just over a mile away. The
signed up to enlist in the military. Ukrainian resistance are fighting them every step of the way.
In Russia, illegal protests have broken
out arguing
against
A curfew
was placed
on the actions
capital city, residents must stay in their
of Putin – many arrests have beenhomes,
made. shelters, basements or underground railways and prepare for
imminent air strikes. President Zelenskyy has stated that any person
So, what is happening and where?seen on the streets of Kyiv will be treated as a Russian invader.

HOW DOES THIS AFFECT THE REST OF THE
WORLD?
Oil and Gas: Russia supplies oil and gas to many countries.
They have the ability to stop supplying to countries that get
involved in favour of Ukraine.
Global Economy: Every country’s economy has suffered a
catastrophic impacts since the pandemic began, a war will
trigger mass inflations.
The end of democracy: Ukraine is a democratic country,
this act of authoritarianism and dictatorship from Russia will
overthrow the people of Ukraine and end democracy. This
could trigger similar acts around the world.
Nuclear war: Russia has one of the largest nuclear weapon
arsenals in the world, which if used will have devastating
impacts and has the possibility to end civilisation as we
know it.

On Sunday 27th February,
Putin placed their nuclear
deterrents on ‘high-alert’. A
move considered reckless,
aggressive and irresponsible
by world leaders.

HOW HAVE THE REST OF THE WORLD
RESPONDED?
SWIFT
The
EUinternational
– The sanctions
Bank
are aimed to hit Russia's financial, energy and transport sectors, and include export
controls and trade financing bans.
Most significantly, SWIFT facilitates transfers of huge economic importance between 200 countries (including
Russia).
Japan – Has imposed a range of sanctions targeting Russian financial institutions and the military in response to
the invasion of Ukraine. The range of measures include freezing the assets of certain Russian individuals and
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Russia is the European Union's main provider of oil and natural gas, and finding
alternative
Taiwan - announced
supplies will
Friday
not be
that
easy.
it would
Withjoin
energy
the economic
prices already
sanctions
soaring,
against Russia, without specifying which
further
measures
disruption
were being
is something
considered.
many governments want to avoid.
USA - The new sanctions include export blocks on technology, a centrepiece of Biden's approach that he said would
severely limit Russia's ability to advance its military and aerospace sector. Washington also applied sanctions on
Russian banks, and whom it described as "corrupt billionaires" and their families who are close to the Kremlin.

HOW HAVE THE REST OF THE WORLD
RESPONDED? – other sanctions
• Russia was stripped of the Champions League final, with UEFA
replacing St. Petersburg with Paris as host, and Formula One dropped
this season’s Russian Grand Prix in Sochi.
• The International Olympic Committee also urged sports federations to
move their events out of Russia or Belarus, which Moscow is using as a
staging ground for its troops moving into Ukraine from the north.
• sponsors in sports saw Manchester United drop Aeroflot’s commercial
deal with the Premier League club.
• The European Broadcasting Union said Russian entertainers will not be
permitted to take part in this year’s Eurovision Song Contest in May.
• For the first time in history, the Pope has left the Vatican and travelled to
visit the Kremlin in the Russian embassy to express him condemnation
of this war.

Do you think the UK should
send troops to Ukraine?
 Practice the value of democracy and vote as a class.

UN Rights of a Child

Reflection
We must watch the news to be less ignorant
about global issues and be more aware of our
place in the world, both socially, economically
and politically.

Reflection
Today we must think about the people of Ukraine
and the surrounding countries. Many Ukrainians
are fleeing the country and are having to leave
some of their family members behind to fight..

Watch
https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=vdxG-fLv0vI

Read
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-60113271

